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Abstract
The level of autt)nt)nty ill which individu:d agunts function
is of critical importance to the overall operation of multi-
agent systems. The term h, vel of autononty refers to the
type of interactions between an agent and other agents in
its system. In well-defined contexts, agents can be
designed fur a single level ~)t" autonomy by predicting Ihe
type of problems that will be faced. IIowcver. in dynamic
systems, the appropriate level of aulonomy may depend on
the situation. Therefore. substantial performance benefits
for agent-based systems can be realized by agents that are
capable of dynamically adapting their level of autonomy
during system operation. This paper develops a
representation for agent autonomy level and discusses how
dynamic adaptive autonomy can be used to crcvte flexible
nmlti-agcnt systems applicable to manufacturing
environments.

Introduction

Manufacturing environments are complex and dynamic.
These characteristics drive the need to automate (Figure
1). The investigation of new methodologies, technol-
ogies, and architectures for leveraging the benefits of
automated systems has proven essential. Further research

in the area of distributed autonomous agents can provide
more responsive intelligent automated manufacturing
systems. As detined for this research investigation, agents
are essentially components resulting from object-oriented
analysis and design. It is in the analysis and design phase
that decisions regarding levels of abstraction are made.
For example, a process planning agent may be defined
which encapsulates resource selection, process selection,
and costing services. Alternatively, each of these services
may be assigned to individual agents (e.g. process
selection agent). This paper assumes the specifications
for agents comprising the system are complete.

The practical employment of groups of intelligent
agents requires that they incorporate an understanding of
both global system goals and their own local goals. A
critical consideration for this behavior is the agent’s level
of autonomy. The term /erel ¢~" atttonomy refers to the
types of roles an agent plays in its interactions with other
agents. This research seeks to prove the hypothesis: "the
operational level of agent autonomy is key to an agent’s
ability to respond to dynamic situational context, (i.e. the
states, events, and go:tls that exist in a multi-agent

tv V ¯system), conflicting ~( als, and constraints on behavior."
The research will demonstrate the value of agents capable

Application Domain drives Automation
D,

¯ I)ynamie environment Isensors)~ ¯ Automated decisions
¯ I)ynamic reconfiguration ~ ¯ Automated proces,~es
¯ Distributed funclit)nality

,~~,~,.,~""~¢ss

¯ Evolving technologies

J~drives
Autonomous Agents

~’~.~ Obj~t-Oriented Methodology and:I)istfibuted versus cenlralit.ed control
Inherently ntmdeterministic concurrent envmmmenl n)odels ~Component-based Architecture

¯ Temporal adjustment nf knowledge and bchavior.~ ¯ (treater function:dily ̄  Reduct’(I I)evelopoleat (:t)st
¯ Standard fi~rm t’ur configuration to match application requirements ¯ Inler(~perability ¯ I.anguage Independence
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¯ Adaplive autonomy for go:d and con,~traint satisfaction ¯ Supportability ¯ Scabilily

Figure 1. The Manufacturing Domain Motivates Agent-based Architecture Development
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Figure 2. The Autonomy Spectrum

of adaptive autonomy. Levels of autonomy are defined
along a spectrum, ranging from command-driven (agent
executes commands from another agent), to consensus
(agents work together to meet goals), to locally
autonomous (agent can initiate its own thread of
execution), to master (agent controls other agents).
(Figure 2). Here, the names of these levels are tied to the
responsibility of an agent to plan for solving its goals.

This research addresses the ability to control agent
autonomy dynamically for optimal response to both
system and local goals. The following research issues are
being investigated:

I) How can dynamic adaptive autonomy be represented
in an agent-based architecture?

2) How should the operational level of autonomy be
determined for each agent?

3) How are conflicts between local agent goals and
system goals resolved.’? How are conflicts among the
goals of respective agents resolved under dynamic
’adaptive autonomy?

4) How can problem solvers be effectively incorporated
into multi-agent systems operating under dynamic
adaptive autonomy?

5) How does adaptive autonomy contribute to the
performance of multi-agent systems?

This paper focuses on questions one and two related to
representing autonomy levels, reasoning about autonomy,
and assigning autonomy levels. The research approach
section begins with a brief overview of the agent
architecture including tasks and interconnections for each
module comprising an agent capable of dynamic adaptive
autonomy. The autonomy reasoning module is explored
in detail. Relationships between an agent’s autonomy
level, its goals, and the goals of other agents are
described. The internal constructs representing the
meaning of different autonomy levels are then provided.
The next section outlines the process of making autonomy
level transitions. Finally, a manufacturing domain
example illustrates behaviors exhibited by agents capable
of dynamic adaptive autonomy.

Background

Previous work which supports this research is found in the
area of distributed artificial intelligence (DAI). Several
researchers have addressed the development of adaptive,
intelligent, agent-based systems. However, existing work

makes an a-priori assignment of autonomy to each agent
in the system. The research set fi~rth in this paper
advances previous work in the field, realizing that one
specific level of autonomy may not be appropriate or even
achievable at all times and under all conditions.
Investigations of related research have not identified a
comprehensive method for agents to use to select
autonomy levels given dynamic situations. Adaptive
autonomy, the ability to transition autonomy levels, will
provide agents the ability to dynamically choose the most
appropriate scheme of behavior and interaction. Thus,
this research seeks to provide agents the capability to
reason about autonomy. This research eftbrt does not
focus on improving the problem-solving methods
available at particular autonomy levels. Instead, agents.
make use of existing problem-solving methods that best
fit their particular tasks (e.g. develop a process plan,
select a resource, estimate production costs). To
accomplish this, the proposed agents must know how to
plan at each of the possible levels of autonomy. Previous
research provides inroads to these capabilities.

The command driven / master agent relationship
employs traditional centralized planning or distributed
centers of planning control. These approaches are
described by Corkill [1979] and Georgeff [1983].
Planning under the influence of a master agent has been
examined specifically by Ephrati and Rosenschein [ 1992].
On the other hand, agents developing plans for consensus
must negotiate to reach an agreement by which all goals
are satisfied. The contract-net protocol developed by
Smith [1980] offers agents this capability. The
negotiation mechanisms presented by yon Martial [19921
and Zlotkin and Rosenschein [19891 provide additional
support for agent interactions at the consensus level of
autonomy.

Locally autonomous agents, which plan independently
but act as part of a larger system, exhibit the most diverse
behavior. They may be fully cooperative and act under a
functionally accurate, cooperative distributed system
(FA/C) [Lesser and Corkill 1981, Lesser and Corkill 1983,
Lesser 1991]. Alternatively, they may choose to act more
selfishly. Durfee and Lesser’s 119871 method of
communicating partial global plans allows agents to
interact within a system in many different ways.
However, they leave the method of choosing an
interaction style open. Locally autonomous agents are
unique in that they may cooperate to solve a system goal
without communicating. This function can be supported
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by Tenney and Sandell’s work on coordination [Tenney &
Sandell 1981a, 1981bl.

If the autonomy level of agents in a system is allowed
to change, the effective organizational structure of the
system also changes. For this reason, it is important to
understand the effect of different organizational
structures. Previous work provides this insight in the form
of formal studies of large-scale dynamic systems ITenney
& Sandell 198 ial and investigations of dynamic creation
and destruction of agents Ilshida, Gasser. & Yokoo 19921.
The mechanics of changing organizational structure is
also an important area of study. Several researchers have
investigated how agents can fi~rm problem-solving groups
[Numaoka 1992, Jennings & Mamdani 1992]. Gasser and
lshida 119911 provide an understanding of both adaptive
self-configuration (through Organization Sell-Design) and
tradeoffs corresponding to different organizational
structures.

Approach

Figure 3 depicts an agent architecture, which supports
dynamic adaptive autonomy. Each agent consists of five
major modules. One agent is highlighted and referred to
as the self agent in the discussions below.
¯ A self-agent modeler contains the behavioral model of

the agent [Suraj, Ramaswamy, & Barber 1996. Barcio
et al 1996]. This module interprets internal or external
events acting on the agent and changes its state
accordingly. Other modules (within the self-agent) can
access this model for necessary state information.

¯ All e.~lerntt[ ttgt’o/ mt~dt,h’r Ct)lltains knt~wletlge about
other ~,gents and the envirtmment. This module
maintains beliefs about st;ttes and events external to the
agent and predicts the actions of other agents. Other
modules within the self-agent can monitor this model
for changes that affect their reasoning processes.

¯ An actitm idatmer solves domain problems, stores agent
goals, and executes problem solutions. This module
interacts with the environment anti other agents in its
system. It also carries out solutions for conflict
resolution. Ct~mmunication between agents is handled
by this module. The :tction planner draws information
and guidance from all other modules in the sell-agent.

¯ A conflit’t resolution module identifies, classifies, and
generates possible solutions liar conflicts occurring
between the self-agent and other agents. This module
monitors the action planner, self-agent modeler, and
external agent modeler to identify conflicts. It then
offers suggestions to the action planner or autonomy
reasoner in order to resolve the conflict.

¯ An tmlonomy rettso/ler determines the ,’tppropriate
autonomy level for each goal, assigns an autonomy
level to each goal, and reports autonomy-level
constraints to other tnodules in the self-agent. It also
handles all auttmomy level transitions and requests for
transition made by other agents. The autonomy
reasoner draws information from all other modules in
the selt-agent.

This paper focuses on the autonomy reasoner nlodule.
The appropriate level of autonomy must be determined for
each agent goal as states and goals in the system change.

SYSTEM MODEL

Interaction with
the Environment

EXTERNAL AGENT MODELER
Other agents models
Environment model

Maintains agent beliefs
Behavior Trend Prediction

Perception of
Environment and
external agents

ACTION PLANNER
Goals, Plans

Solves Domain
Problems

Executes Plans

SELF AGENT MODELER

Interprets actions & events
Updates agent state

AUTONOMY REASONER
Autonomy Level Constructs

Interaction with
other s

Conflict specific
Identifies, classifies and

offers solutions for conflicts

Autonomy Determines and assigns
Requests autonomy level

Executes autonomy level
transitions

Figure 3. Overall Archileclurc of Agents with Dynamic Adaptive Autont~nL~.
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An agent may decide to change its level of autonomy or
another agent may request such a change. Specifically,
this paper develops representations to support autonomy
reasoning. The process by which appropriate autonomy
level is chosen for particular goals is addressed, but not
discussed in detail.

The previous discussion of the autonomy spectrum
provides intuitive definitions tbr the tour levels of agent
autonomy. However, one must appreciate that each
autonomy level represents a complex combination of
concepts. Each level implies different sets of privileges
and constraints. For example, the command driven
autonomy level implies I ) the agent accepts orders from 
master agent, 2) the agent carries out these orders if
possible, 3) the agent is not required to make its own
plans at the level the master agent is planning, and 4) the
master agent may use its own resources to assist the agent.
In addition, the master agent must plan tot the command
driven agent and can give orders to the command driven
agent.

The full meaning of the respective autonomy levels
must be represented before autonomy reasoning can
occur. Each autonomy level can be viewed from two
perspectives: cost and benefit. Each autonomy level has
some benefit, which should guide the agent to choose to
operate at that level. Each level also has associated cost,
manifested by constraints placed on an agent. The
process of reasoning about autonomy must balance these
considerations. Four autonomy level constructs have been
developed to store the knowledge necessary to capture the
full extent of autonomy level meaning:
Responsibility: a measure of how much the agent must

plan to see a goal solved.
Commitment: a measure of the extent to which a goal must

be solved.
Authority: a measure of the agent’s ability to access

resources available in the system.
Independence: a measure of how freely the agent can act.

In general, responsibility and commitment represent
dimensions of constraint, and authority and independence
represent dimensions of privilege. These tour constructs
are developed further in a following section.

Relationship of Autonomy Levels to Goals

The autonomy reasoner is designed to operate on goal
hierarchies within a single agent. These goal hierarchies
are generated by problem-reduction style planning, where
a parent goal is reduced into simpler subgoals until all
subgoals consist of primitive actions [Rich & Knight
1991 ]. The term "planning," as used in the remainder of
this paper, refers to the creation of subgoals. If an agent
"plans for a goal," it generates one level of subgoals for
that goal. In order to create deeper levels of subgoals, the
agent must plan for each of the original subgoals as well
(Figure 4).

Each individual goal in an agent’s goal hierarchy is
assigned an autonomy level which is determined by the
responsibility distribution the agent has set for that goal.

¯ n Agent 1 is command
JG°alH’erarchyf°rAge 11[ driven for Goal C. itdoes
I [’~ X not plan for Goal C (it does
I . . ~ / I not generate the subgoals
I su oa,/ / I D and E)

/ \ I I Agent 2, a master agent
] \ ~"l generates the subgoals

I J D and E and commands

~ nt 1 to solve them.

I If Agent 1 is Locally Autonomous for Goal E, it canI
generate subgoals under Goal E by planning on its own.

Figure 4. Illustration of Goal Hierarchies with Example
Autonomy Level Assignment

It should be noted that although autonomy levels are for
goals, autonomy levels are defined with respect to a set of
other agents (e.g. a consensus autonomy level would be
with respect to the other agents in the consensus group).
This set is empty at the locally autonomous level.

Autonomy Level Constructs

Responsibility. Responsibility is the primary mechanism
through which autonomy levels are manipulated and
assigned. The responsibility distribution for a goal
completely determines the autonomy level assignment to
that goal. Therefore, in order to change a goal’s level of
autonomy, the agent must change its responsibility
distribution. Responsibility has been previously
recognized as a way to guide agent actions [Jennings
1992] and can be computationally linked to agent identity,
states, and methods [Schlenker et al 1994]. The other
three autonomy level constructs supply additional
meaning which is necessary to reason about preferred
responsibility distributions and their corresponding
autonomy levels.

Responsibility binds agents to goals or groups of goals.
It guides how an agent plans. In essence, if an agent is
responsible for a goal, it is motivated (must plan) to see
the goal accomplished. In some situations (e.g. in 
consensus group) an agent must plan to solve its goal
along with the goals of other agents. The responsibility
construct allows an agent to group one of its goals with a
collection of goals from other agents. It informs the
action planner that these goals must be solved
concurrently. Cooperation in consensus style can thus be
achieved. The responsibility distribution construct is
described in Figure 5.

Agents can use the responsibility construct tor
autonomy reasoning by bargaining with other agents for
increases or decreases in responsibility. Autonomy levels
are defined such that the more responsibility an agent
accepts, the more power it has to carry out its goals, but
the more difficult its planning tasks become. Locally
autonomous agents have 100% responsibility for their
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Agent 1 Some goals in the
- , I External Agent Modeler II Distribution will point to

G°=H’erarchYlllAgent 2’s Goal Hierarchy other agents’ goa,sDepos.ory III - [] .
~,~ !~~_.~lResponsibilityDistributionConstruct

"~ I . Distribution Leadership
For goal:

Res~yDistributionsare I ~ 100~ loor--i

... ,. o B t.t
oL; 

goals for which an agent must plan.

V / --
In this example Agent 1 has equal responsibility for -- ............ -- ........
its goal and a goal from Agent 2. It must plan to see Responsibility tells the If Agent is a master agent,

that both goals are accomplished because it has agent whether or not it pointers to the goals of its

entered a consensus agreement with Agent 2.

II
must plan in order for the followers go here. Master

goal to be solved, agents plan and solve goals
for their followers.

.......................

Figure ,5. Responsibility Distrihution Construct Example for Agcn! I in Consensus wilh Agent 2.

goals; command-driven agents have 0%. Agents in
consensus share responsibility for all the group’s goals
equally, and master agents have 100% responsibility fi,r
their own goals as well as the goals of their followers.

Commitment. Commitment represents another
dimension of autonomy level constraint. The concept (,f
variable agent commitment to tasks has been discussed
previously by Durtee anti Lesser [19871. This research
uses commitment as a measure of how illueh all agent’s
goal must be solved. As such, it represents how unlikely
it is that an agent will give up the goal in favor of
replanning at a higher level. Commitment may appear
similar to responsibility in some ways; however, they are
completely independent measures. Commitment tells the
agent whether or not the goal must be solved.
Responsibility tells the agent whether or not it must plan
to see the goal solved.

Commitment is also assigned in a unique way. Of the
tour autonomy constructs, only commitment looks back at
how an agent received a particular goal. The commitment
construct looks at the autonomy level of the parent goal so
that an agent may honor agreements made at that level.

~ , ( Determined by
rent I has _. Ihigher-levelgoalJ
oal t-------..~_~bl Amonomy i~,, ,-

’ ,eve, i \
has ~_ \

Planning~ ~"’~-I C°mmitment I
generates~ 1.. i~ - I Value J

I Aut°n°myl k determines
has~, I Level J .

__--,I C°mmitment I
IG°al I-- I Value I

Figure h. Assignment Ih’oces.~ h~r Commitment Cnnst,’uct

For example, Agent I in Figure 4 is comnmnd driven for
Goal C. Agent 2 (the rnaster agent) generates and sends
sub-goals to Agent I fi)r Goal C. Agent I needs to know
that it must carry out the sub-goals sent by its master
agent. It must know that its commitment to these
subgoals is 100%, independently t)r knowing ahout the
particular sub-goals themselves. Clearly, be(’attse the
autonomy level for Goal C is command driven, Agent I’s
commitment to Goal C’s subgoals is IO()C/;. In this manner
the autonomy level of a parent goal determines the agent’s
commitment to subgoals of that goal (Figure 6).

Commitment to subgoals varies with autonomy level.
Command driven agents are completely committed to
their subgoals. Agents in consensus are also htrgely
committed because changing their plans requires
agreement from all other agents in their group. Locally
autonomous agents are least committed to their subgoals,
only to the extent that the subgoal is what they have
decided to do for now. Master agents are slightly more
committed to their subgoals because changing orders to
their Iollowers incurs some non-negligible cost (Figure 7).

The primary use of the commitment measure is to
enforce constraints on an agent’s plans and actions when it

Commitment Assigned to Subgoals

lOO ~-/
80 / L°o
40
20
0 Command Consen- Locally MasterDriven sue Auton.

Figure 7. Commimlcnt Levels Assigned tt~ Sub-g{~ab,
td" Each Aulon(mly l.cvel
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agrees to accept orders from another agent or when it
must be in consensus with other agents. Commitment can
be used during autonomy reasoning to weigh the
advantages of having the assistance of other agents
against the disadvantages of becoming more committed to
their decisions.

Authority. Authority is a knowledge-intensive
representation of an agent’s ability to access system
resources. This construct maintains records of which
resources the self-agent controls as well as how other
system resources are controlled. Inlbrmation can be
considered a type of resource. It also keeps track of the
possible ways in which an agent can access resources
which it does not currently control. An agent with
adaptive autonomy must know about resource allocation
and control in order to make inlormed decisions about
entering problem-solving groups with other agents.

The authority construct also uses a value system to rate
the desirability of access to system resources. This value
system is dynamic, and reflects the current situation and
needs of the agent. The authority construct is essential to
autonomy reasoning because it allows agents to weigh
their need tbr system resources against the disadvantages
of accepting possible autonomy constraints. It facilitates
reasoning about interactions with other agents based on
access to shared resources or knowledge. This construct
allows the autonomy reasoner to determine if an agent
needs to enter a consensus group or become command
driven in order to accomplish a goal.

Independence. Independence is a measure of how freely
an agent can act. The independence construct also
maintains information about which agents an autonomy
level is with respect to, (e.g. which other agents are in 
particular consensus group). In general, the more
independence an agent possesses, the less it must consider
the effects of its actions on other agents. At a maximum
level of independence, an agent’s actions are
unconstrained by the system. At a minimum level of
independence, an agent’s actions are completely
constrained by the system. Note that the phrase "agent’s
actions" refers to the plan paths the agent can carry out
from the current level in the goal hierarchy. All values of
independence are not possible at all levels of autonomy.
The possible assignments of independence at each level
are shown in Figure 8.

The value of independence can vary within an
autonomy level assignment. Therefore, independence is
chosen for agent goals by the autonomy reasoner after the
autonomy level has been determined.

The process of choosing and interpreting independence
values is beyond the scope of this paper. Intuitively,
achieving greater independence allows an agent to behave
in ways that are perhaps more self-serving but have
possible adverse effects on other system agents. For
example, an agent responsible for transporting parts in a
factory may develop a plan which involves delivering a
part to an alternate location based on anticipated
contingencies. This agent may have enough

Independence

"" i

o
Command Consen- Locally Master

Driven sus Auton.

Figure 8. Independence Measures Att.’zinable at
Various Autonomy Levels

independence to execute this plan under certain situational
criteria (emergencies), or the agent’s independence may
be great enough that it is able to execute this plan
regardless of the situation. Agents with complete
independence from the system are theoretically possible
but may not prove beneficial in practice. However, an
agent that is "stuck" because it cannot overcome a simple
system constraint could greatly benefit from increasing its
independence and making its own, informed, decisions on
the applicability of that constraint.

Several research areas contribute to the implementation
of the independence measure as an autonomy reasoning
tool. The notion of social laws (sets of constraints)
proposed by Moses and Tennenholtz is extremely useful
[1992]. This concept has been extended by Briggs and
Cook [1995] to "flexible social laws," multiple sets of
constraints on actions applicable at different times. The
independence construct can use multiple sets and degrees
of constraints in this fashion to assist autonomy reasoning.

Autonomy Level Transitions

The decision to change autonomy level may be triggered
by conflicting goals, inability to achieve goals,
uncertainty, changing goals, dynamic events or states, or
the desire to reduce an agent’s computational load. This
decision must reflect the agent’s situational context and
domain-specific autonomy knowledge (e.g. problem-
solving situations which dictate specific autonomy levels).
Situation context is derived from system events and an
agent’s state and goals. Context can be used to index
appropriate social laws, providing constraints. Other
factors that contribute to choosing an autonomy level may
include degree of intelligence required, degree of
information certainty required, and limitations of the
agent’s problem solving capabilities.

Two primary forces drive autonomy level selection,
quality of solution for goals and cost of providing that
solution. In order to assure system stability, some cost is
associated with operating at autonomy levels that are
away from system equilibrium. The system equilibrium
point consists of default autonomy level settings for all
system agents. The intelligence and capabilities of each
agent determine this equilibrium level of autonomy (e.g.
"born leader" or "drone"). Therefore, an agent’s default
autonomy level can be determined during system design.
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Unless a goal cannot be satisfied well under the agent’s
ideal autonomy level, the agent will remain at this level.
The agent will also try to reach this equilibrium level ill
situations where it is not motivated by an unsolved goal to
be at a different autonomy level. The equilibrium point
maintains system stability, and the ability to change
autonomy levels allows agents to take initiative.

Currently, the actual determination of autonomy level
is seen as a combination of constraint-based reasoning and
analogical reasoning. An agent must be able to determine
1) if it is satisfying a goal well. 2) it" there is a better way
to solve the goal. and if so, what autonomy level would
allow this to happen? The research results of Mertens,
Falk, and Spieck 119941, comparing distributed multi-

agent systems to centralized controlled systems, and of
Bharatia and Cook 119951 analyzing centralized and
distributed coordinatio,a models, will allow different types
of agent organizations to be modeled as analogies.

Obviously, much of the work associated with the
autonomy reasoner depends on domain-specific
knowledge captured by tile authority construct, the
independence construct, and social laws. However,
portions of autonomy ,’easoning are dent:tin independent,
such as the four autonomy level constructs described
above, in addition, the process of making autonomy level
transitions is dontain independent. Reallocation of
responsibilily l’~t" goals among agents constitutes the
process of changing autonomy level. The Iransititm

if DESIRED.AUTONOMY_LEVEL possible for self-agent (based on inherent capabilities)

then
if the following conditions hold for Transition FROM: CURRENT AUTONOMY...LEVEL

TO: DESIREDAUTONOMY_LEVEL

TOt Co~-~nd Driven Consensus Locally Master

FROMz
Autonomous

Connuand Driven I ) M:isier agent I ) Loss of comlntlnic:ltJOll

N/A comnlzlnds this change with master N/A
or 2) Master :tgellt

commands this cll:tll~C

Consensus I ) Another .’zgent in I ) Los,, ,ff COlllnlunit.,alion I ) All agents in com, ensus
consensus group agrees tO N/A with all ageqls in group :lgree io :tccepl

lake responsibility fi~r con.,,ensus gl’OU p COlllnlands I"1"11111 sell’-
.,,elf-agent’s goal or 2) i,npassc re;|chetl by agent.

COIISCIISLIS ~I’OU p

Locally 1 i An external ;Igent I ) (.)ILL" (1[ illtlfe cXtel’nal I I ( )lie t)l" II1(.11"C external

Autono~oui ¯ ’lgrees to accept ;tgent~ :l~rec it);ivcepl N/A agenl.,, agivc to accept
resptmsibiliq, for mlf partial re.,,ptmsibility for colnnlands lroln sclf-

ageqt’s b’t)al sell-acent’,~ goal ager,.

MaIter N/A 1 ) Followers capable of [N() ctmslrail,S] N/A
COllSellSUS level

then, do the following:

TO-- Command Driven Consensus Locally Master

FROM z Autonomous

Command Driven NIA Accept respo.v~ibility for Accept re~,ponsihility lot N/A
sell-agent goal and accept sell.agent gl)al
pa.aial responsibility tot’
master agellt goal alltl

other Iifllowe.’..,’ goal.~

ConsensuI Giveup responsibility for N/A Give up pa.’ti.’d Accept leadership
.,,elfIagent go-d reslxmsibility for goals t)l respoqsihiliiy liar goals or

;l~elltS in con~’n.~us LZI’OUp al,~ents in C(lll%ellSUS l~rOllp

Locally Give up responsibility fi)r Accept pallial N/A Accept leadet.,,hip

Autonomous ~elf-agentgoal ,esponr, ibility for goals of .’esptmsibility Ibr goals of
external a~elllS external agents

Master N/A Command followers to COnll11.’in¢l f¢)llowel’., io N/A
enter con.~ensus with self- accept re..,ponsihility for
agent :md other lidlower~,, their O~11 [2oals ;llld gi~,e

and gi~.e up le:tder.,,hip tip Icatler.~hip
,’c.,ponsibilities resp, m.,ihilities

and recalculate authority and independence values.

Figure 9. Decision Matrix I’tw Autonomy Level Tr:,nsilions.
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process is controlled by (explicit or implicit) agreements
among agents. The transition algorithm is described in
Figure 9.

Manufacturing Example

Knowledge acquisition with manufacturing experts,
particularly process planners, has produced the following
agent definitions. Sample goals for these agents are
presented in Figure I 0.

.......... aESOUaCEI~PROCESS PLANI~I~ILER [~ MONITOR i~

I~u,~b’. ,,a [4 r~. g re~...urce

Figure 10. Sample Goals tbr Manut~’turing Agents

¯ Resource Selector -- Selects equipment to execute
manufacturing processes.

¯ Process Selector -- Assigns processes to produce
manufacturing features.

¯ Cost Estimator -- Estimates labor hours and costs given
selected resources and processes.

¯ Process Plan Generator -- Assembles process plans to
include selected processes and the associated costs and
resources.

¯ User Profiler -- Acquires and stores user descriptions
including I) data of interest to user, 2) desired
frequency of data reports, 3) authorization level for
making changes to the process plan. Data of interest
may include process parameters, resource availability,
queue status, and product status on factory floor.
Example users include process planners, production
equipment operators, prototype equipment operators,
and expeditors.

¯ Resource Monitor -- Monitors and reports resource
availability, queue status, and status regarding process
parameters

For a system comprised of the agents listed above,
interactions among the agents require different levels of
autonomy in different situations. The Process Plan
Generator may act as a master agent in most cases,
coordinating the process planning task and giving orders
to and receiving responses from the Resource Selector,
Process Selector, and Cost Estimator who would be

command driven. Informed final decisions can be made
using this centralized control of the planning task.
Alternatively, a job (e.g. manufacturing a part given 
product design) may be too large to plan deterministically.
in this situation, the four agents may enter into consensus,
each oft’ering partial solutions until a satisficing set is
found, This arrangement can allow the agents to quickly
converge on a workable solution. Furthermore, a
particular job may be cost-driven, resource-driven, or
process-driven. In such situations, the driving agent
should be locally autonomous, making its selections
independently from other system considerations.

Not only does dynamic adaptive autonomy allow a
system of agents to vary the way it performs tasks, as
described above, it also allows agents to respond better to
unexpected states or events. For example, the Resource
Monitor may be command-driven to the User Profiler for
its goal of reporting resource information. This
arrangement is logical because the User Profiler knows
what kind of information the user wants and when he or
she wants it. However, the Resource Monitor may
become aware of an emergency situation at one of the
machines it observes. It should not wait to announce this
information until the User Profiler requests a report.
Under dynamic adaptive autonomy, the Resource Monitor
can reason that it should report this intbrmation right
away, intbrm its master agent (the U~r Profiler) that the
"report information" goal is not being satisfied, become
locally autonomous or go into consensus as the master
agent allows, report the necessary information, then
convert back to command driven tbr this goal if desired.

Conclusions

This paper presents a framework designed to support
autonomy reasoning tbr agent-based systems. Although
autonomy decisions are ultimately domain-dependent,
much of the reasoning process is independent of domain.
The agent architecture presented consists of modules
designed to work together using adaptive autonomy to
improve distributed system performance. The proposed
autonomy spectrum allows agents to organize into many
different system structures. Reasoning about autonomy
requires fully representing the meaning behind the levels
in this spectrum. Four autonomy level constructs which
completely capture the implications of the different
autonomy levels have been defined: responsibility,
commitment, authority, and independence.

Agents are motivated to change autonomy level when
they cannot satisfy their goals. Systems of agents with
dynamic adaptive autonomy can work together to
accomplish system goals efficiently, using different types
of currently available problem-solving methods. In this
way, autonomy reasoning can contribute to the ability of
agent problem-solvers to do their jobs. Improvement of
problem solving capabilities at the individual autonomy
levels is an independent research issue. Autonomy
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reasoning allows agents the freedom to reason about their
constraints and overcome them if necessary.

Dynamic adaptive autonomy permits agents to adapt to
changes in their situations, some of which cannot be
tbreseen during system design. Systems of agents with
dynamic adaptive autonomy can offer improved
performance in manufacturing domains. System designers
cannot predict every combination of run-time conditions
on the lhctory floor. Tool status, operator availability,
raw material quality and accessibility, unscheduled
maintenance, and machine wear can all introduce
unexpected problems in the process plan. In order to
maintain both high productivity and market
responsiveness, manufacturing systems must be adaptive
and flexible. Dynamic adaptive autononty can provide
agent systems which are capable of being both.

This paper lays the fimndation for autonomy reasoning.
Work remains in order to realize systems of agents with
dynamic adaptive autonomy. The next research objective
is to tbrmalize the process of determining the most
desirable level of autonomy Ibr agents in any given
situation.
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